
 

      Autumn capelet.  

  

+ yarn - Rowan fine tweed, 25g, 90m                                       

# keld 63 (brown) 25g  (50g if large size)                                                                                                     

#hubberholme 370 (light green) 50g                                                   

#tissington 386 (orange) 50g                                                                                        

#bainbridge 369 (red) 50g    

# nidd 382 (blue) 25g (50g if large size)  

# dent 573 (light brown) 25g  (50g if large size)  

(that is amount what I used, but I would recommend to get 50g of each, to be sure)  

---------------------  

- needles - circular needles 4mm, about 80 cm long, set of double pointed needles 4mm,   

- markers, about 7  

- gauge - 10cm x 10 cm - 26sts x 29rows  
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One repeat of pattern – 16sts x 17rows – is 6,3 cm or 2,5 inch.  

Circumference of cape with 256 sts is 104 cm, length is about 40 cm.   

Pattern will repeat 16 times, 8 for back and 8 for front side. I would recommended if you will knitting larger size or 

smaller to add or take of another two repeats (32 sts) for even distribution of patterns.   

  

To start  

- using circular needles, cast on with brown colour (keld) (222) 258 (288) sts, you can use any convenient cast on, I am 

using long tail cast on. Join knitting (either you will twist last and first stitch or you can add one more stitch when you cast 

on, to join knitting by knit last and first stitch together), be careful  to do not twist knitting.  

Abbreviation –  

 K – knit  

p- purl  

t2l – twist 2sts left 
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Ribbing. I used cable pattern with twisted stitches.   

Knit first round  

1st. round - k5, p1  

2nd.round –t2l, k3, p1  

3rd. round - k1, t2l, k2, p1  

4th. round - k2, t2l, k1, p1  

5th. round - k3, t2l, p1  

Repeat once more from 2nd round,  

In last round knit two time two sts together to end up with 256 st, which enable you to have 

16 repeat of pattern.   

If you knitted smaller version and you cast on 222 sts add another 2 stitches in last round of 

ribbing to have 224, which enable you to have 14 repeats of pattern.   

With 288 sts you will have 18 repeats.   

Mark you begging and middle, 128th sts.  

To save as much as possible of yarn and to avoid to end up with too many ends I choose first 

use one colour for background and in next repeat of the pattern as front (leaves).  

To achieve 40 cm you will knit pattern 5 times, 85 rounds, after which you will start 

decreasing for shoulder.    

Place marker behind 17th st from begging on the front and behind 16th st from first st on the 

back, and same on the other side.  

In every round you will lose 4 stiches. 128 sts altogether. 
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Keep decreasing until you will have 128 sts (96) (for large size continue decreasing 8 rounds, another 32 sts)  , which 

you will transfer on double pointed needles or round needles of suitable length and knit collar with ribbing pattern k2, 

p2 as long as you wish and amount of yarn will allowed you. Cast off, I used stretchy cast off.   
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